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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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P
atience and mind-
fulness are synony-
mous with the
game of chess. The

checkered board comes to
life with the cautious and
witty moves of its players. 

On March 13, 2021,
Galgotias university organ-
ised a Chess Championship
in which 12 renowned
schools participated. 34
students, belonging to the

age group of 7 years to 22
years, participated in the
competition. 

Aryan Nair of class IX-C
represented Apeejay
School, Panchsheel Park
and won the first position
with a score of 4.5 out of
5, thus, adding another
feather in the cap of the
school. He was awarded a
trophy, a certificate and a
cash prize of Rs. 1000.

E
ducation plays pivotal
role in human em-
powerment. It lends
them strength to soar
above the vales of

woes. It assists in navigating the
pathway to the goal of perfect,
prosperous, and productive life.
It not only enhances the quality
of life but also broadens the hori-
zons of perception and problem-
solving ability. 

The education system has un-
dergone major changes to meet
the demands of socio-economic
developments. The scientific and
technological advancement has
added the dimension of digital
learning also. Though several pro-
fessional learning and training
institutes are already running on
virtual mode, the Covid-19 out-
break lent impetus to the educa-
tional institutes to adopt to digi-
tal mode of learning. But like any
change, this too was accompanied
by various reactions across the
society. Though it has sparked off
debate whether it would upgrade
the education system or other-
wise, there is little scope for de-
bate as both have their advantages
and disadvantages. 

If we count on the blessings
of traditional learning, it brings
students and teachers to a com-
mon platform of learning in a
formal set-up where both ex-
periment and explore together.
It instills a greater sense of dis-
cipline, punctuality, and regu-
larity in them. The digital learn-
ing spares students from direct
supervision of their behaviour,
thus they enjoy greater liberty
which can at times be harmful.

The primary students who lack
sense of self-direction and dis-
cipline often fail to learn from
digital teaching effectively. In
digital classes, the weaker stu-
dents avoid interaction with the
teacher and the teachers can not
monitor them. 

While in a traditional class-
room, a child gets opportunity to
interact with his friends and de-

velop interpersonal skills like
communication skill, team spir-
it, negotiation and conflict reso-
lution skills, digital teaching de-
prives the students from the eco-
system of the classroom where
they share voice and choice with
their friends.

The primary students
whose gross and fine motor
skills are not developed need
their teacher’s physical support
which digital classes fail to pro-
vide. Even the senior students
suffer from postural problems
and eye strain because of on-
line engagement for extended
hours. It is challenging to en-
sure academic honesty in digi-
tal classes as children indulge
in unfair means. They get an-
swers from the internet and ex-
change them with their friends.
Traditional learning leaves lit-
tle scope for such malpractices.
Internet with its unfiltered
source of information distracts
the students. Digital learning
can also pose the threat of cy-
berbullying and crime. Thus,
traditional learning is a golden
key to unlock the future of the
children.

TRILOK SINGH BIST, Principal, 
DPSG Vasundhara, Ghaziabad

A child without education is
like a bird without wings

Apeejay’s Nair wins Brainaire
chess championship

Seven students of St Mark’s
School, Meera Bagh, Yash
Khanwani and Vidhi Khu-

rana from class X; Sahej Bhatia,
Aashita Sethi, Ishita Goel, Prithi-
ka Ghosh and Tanishka Chopra
from class XI were invited, from
more than ten thousand appli-
cants from all over the globe, to
participate in the Economic and

Social Council
(ECOSOC) Youth

Forum that was held virtu-
ally on April 7-8, 2021.

ECOSOC brings youth
together to promote collec-
tive action for a sustainable
world. The students chose to
attend a few special sessions
like ‘Achieving the SDGs
with and for youth, a com-
mon agenda for young lead-
ers: An intergenerational di-
alogue; Youth as re-

searchers: Knowledge de-
veloped by youth, with
youth, and for youth. 

The various ECOSOC
sessions highlighted that the
response to COVID-19 needs
to be guided by interna-
tional solidarity and coop-
eration with the objective to
put the world back on track
to realise the 2030 agenda of
the United Nations.

St. Mark's, Meera Bagh attends youth forum

T
o foster global pre-
paredness and life skills
‘Aqua Salvator – an ISA

Activity’ was organised for
the students of classes VI-
VIII on 21 December 2020
on a virtual platform

(Google Meet). The event
witnessed an enthralling
participation by three stu-
dents from each house. 

The participants
researched and collected
information through books

and internet about ‘Water
Footprint’ and it types in
India, Germany, USA and
Saudi Arabia. They then
prepared power point pre-
sentations showcasing
their research work and
demonstrated them in the
Inter-House Competition
as part of the Aqua
Salvator project. 

Subhash house emerged
victorious followed by
Jawahar house at the sec-
ond position and Shastri
house secured the third
position. 

The event culminated
with substantial knowledge
accumulated through vivid
presentations projected by
budding environment con-
scious students.

BBPS organises
AQUA SALVATOR

Hey, youngsters out there!
Listen to me
Do you think it’s fair? 
to change your hair,
to change that beautiful face,
to satisfy your online grace?
There is no originality left in your pics,
the flawlessness leaves the viewer 
in a mix.
You hide the reality and show things
that are unreal.
So do you fear, in revealing the things
that are real?
Do you feel happiness in making a fool
of others?
If you feel so,
Listen to the advice given by the wise.
Be grateful to God for giving you beauty,
believe me, you have natural beauty.
Do not run behind the new trend,
Make real and helpful friends.

Click pictures without filters,
bring out the real face that glitters.
This will boost your confidence,
this is real intelligence.
Don't make others fool, don't try 
to trap.
Or else there will be no trust left,
This will be a humanitarian theft.
Let the whole be real, let the world 
be true.
It’s a request to you,
Accept it, or the world will lose its 
precious value.

AANSHI MITTAL, class X.  

REEL Vs REAL

VANSH KOHLI, 

class VIII, Jaspal

Kaur Public School

JASNOOR KAUR SETHI, class XII,

Jaspal Kaur Public School

BANI KAUR, class VII, Jaspal

Kaur Public School

Going to school, meeting friends,
attending classes, enjoying
recess time with friends, life was

good and school was fun. Then came
Coronavirus and everything was shut
down including schools.

Online school is as fun as offline
school. All the teachers teach us nicely,
and I understand everything. Whenever I
have any doubt, I call the teacher, and
she answers the call to solve it. Presha
ma’am, our art and craft teacher, teach-
es us to create beautiful drawings.
Bhavna ma’am, our computer teacher,
teaches us marvellous features on the
computer. Our dance teacher,
Neel ma’am, teaches
us amazing dance
steps. Urvish, our
Edusports sir, teaches

us to exercise and Monsuni ma’am
teaches us yoga.

We enjoyed the online Navratri and
Christmas celebrations.  We cele-

brated Diwali by mak-
ing Bhel, Orange
Juice, and flower
Rangoli. I also enjoyed

being a part of Keya ma’am’s story
club.I enjoy online classes. I never knew
that we could even study like this.  I
love learning online, but it was more fun
offline. Love you all my teachers and
thank you for everything.

AAROHI TRIVEDI, class V, 

Udgam School For Children 

THE SHOW GOES ON…

Nature speaks to us in zillion
ways and presents some of
the most glorious sights day

after day…sunrise and sunsets…but
have you imagined this on a beach.
It feels amazing. During our summer
vacation, my family planned a trip
to Mauritius.

Mauritius is known for its
beaches, lagoons, and reefs. My
excitement knew no bounds and
finally, the day came
when we landed
there. The next day
we visited the beach, I
enjoyed a lot on the
white and sandy beach
and we also had lunch at

beach restaurants
and engaged in a
wide variety of
activities. We also
visited Chamaral 7
Coloured Earth.
Most amazing was
the visit to Ganga
Talav, which is con-
sidered the most
sacred Hindu place
in Mauritius. The

Shiv Mandir is locat-
ed on the bank of a
lake and there are
many temples dedi-

cated to other
gods including

Hanuman, Ganga and
Ganesha along the
grand basin.

We also enjoyed a
jeep safari. My grand-
mother and mother
always love shopping
and most important-
ly bargaining, so we
visited Port Louis
Central Market. We

spent the last two days relaxing at
the hotel beach and pool. And we
came back with a mobile full of
beautiful memories.

DHWANIL SHAH, class III, Essar

International School, Surat

LAND OF BEAUTIFUL BEACHES



Sunrisers
Hyderabad

team

CSK coming
into its own

➨ After their abject cam-

paign in UAE last year, CSK

started the season in an omi-

nous fashion, losing to Delhi

Capitals by seven wickets in a

one-sided affair. But since then,

the MS Dhoni-led side has come

into its own with ‘Captain Cool’

making the most of his re-

sources at the batting-friendly

Wankhede stadium. Deepak

Chahar’s brilliance handed

them their first win of the sea-

son against Punjab Kings. It’s

been a tale of two Englishmen,

Moeen Ali and Sam Curran, for

the CSK.

Moeen Ali adding
the right mix

➨ Explosive all-rounder Ali has

embraced the number three

spot with knocks of 36 from 24

(vs Delhi Capitals), 46 off 31

(Punjab Kings) and 26 off 20 in

his match-winning show

against Rajasthan Royals. He

is also quietly doing the job

with his off-spin with Dhoni

cleverly bringing him in the

mix in the non-friendly condi-

tions here. In their chase of

189, Jos Buttler had started to

look ominous and sent a good-

length ball from Ravindra

Jadeja into the stands which

had to be replaced.

KKR fails to 
capitalise on start

➨ After their emphatic start

against Sunrisers Hyderabad,

KKR have slipped to fifth spot

with defeats to Mumbai Indi-

ans and Royal Challengers Ban-

galore. And in both the defeats,

the Morgan-led side had the up-

per hand but could not capi-

talise on their starts. Varun

Chakravarthy had dismissed

Virat Kohli and Rajat Patidar

in five balls to

have RCB in a spot

with 9/2 inside two

overs. But in a bizarre

decision, Morgan took the

mystery spinner out of the 

attack and brought in Shakib-

Al-Hasan as Glenn Maxwell

and AB de Villiers powered

them to 204/4.

Seaming line up

will be decider
➨ It remains to be seen if Mor-

gan persists with Shakib or

brings in seaming Aussie all-

rounder Ben Cutting in the less

spin-friendly conditions. Mor-

gan also has persisted with the

veteran Harbhajan Singh and

gave him the opening overs in

all the three matches. Left-arm

wrist spinner Kuldeep Yadav

could be a better option. Head

coach Brendon McCullum has

already hinted of making some

changes after their 38-run de-

feat to RCB. As for CSK, open-

er Ruturaj Gaikwad is enduring

a terrible form with scores of 5,

5 and 10 and it remains to be seen

whether he is given a longer rope

by Dhoni, who is not known to

tinker his XI much.

On a roll after back-to-back wins, the vintage Chennai
Super Kings would look to extend their winning run when
they clash with the struggling Kolkata Knight Riders in

their next IPL match in Mumbai on Wednesday

It’s important to maintain

good composure, this

format demands us to

score at a higher risk rate, so

it’s very normal to get out

often. I keep working on the

basics and giving myself some

time at the centre.

MS DHONI,

Chennai Super Kings captain

Suresh Raina

Andre Russell

MATCH 14

PK SRH
Wednesday, April 21, 2021

3:30 pm ■ Chennai

vs

MATCH 15

KKR CSK
Wednesday, April 21, 2021

7:30 pm ■ Mumbai

vs
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Chasing their undoing
➨ SRH couldn’t have asked for a worse start to

the season as they slumped to three straight

defeats, and in all occasions while chasing.

Punjab are a tad better than SRH, having

registered one win out of three games to be

placed at seventh in the standings, a rung

above their opponents. Chasing has been

Sunriser’s ‘achilles’ heel so far in the league.

They failed to get past a low score against

Mumbai Indians in their last match.

Onus on the captain
➨ SRH have been hit hard by the lack of depth

in their playing XI and below-par Indian

bench strength. In these circumstances,

the onus rests on Warner to do some mag-

ic and inspire his side to bounce back in

the tournament. A big innings is due from

the SRH captain as he has scored just 93

runs from the three matches he has played

so far, with the 54 against Royal Challengers

Bangalore being the highest. He also needs

some serious introspection before deciding

his playing XI.

Lack of depth worrying
➨ Warner and Rashid Khan are certainties in

the foreign players’ slots, but the absence of

Kane Williamson has been badly felt as he

can provide solidity to the middle-order, es-

pecially after they faltered in three consec-

utive chases. Going by Wridhhiman Saha’s

poor form, Jonny Bairstow is the frontrun-

ner for the wicket-keeper’s position. But what

would be troubling Warner most is the lack

of depth in the team’s local batting resources.

It’s high time Manish Pandey, Vijay Shankar,

Abhishek Sharma and Abdul Samad pulled

up their socks as the likes of seasoned Kedar

Jadhav and Priyam Garg are waiting in the

wings for their opportunities. SRH have also

been hit hard by the poor show of Bhu-

vneshwar Kumar and T Natarajan.

Significant improvement
➨ Punjab too are on a losing streak after the

win in their tournament opener over 

Rajasthan Royals. They lost to Chennai

Super Kings and Delhi Capitals. After a

batting collapse against CSK, Punjab made

a significant improvement and rode on

skipper KL Rahul (61) and Mayank Agar-

wal’s  (69) fifties to post a challenging 195

for four against DC.

Pace a worry
➨ But a below-par effort from their bowlers

spoiled the hardwork of the openers. Mo-

hammed Shami has not been in his best

form so far and leaked runs but what would

be a concern for KL Rahul is the perform-

ance of Australian pace duo of Jhye

Richardson and Riley Meredith.

Time for alternatives
➨ Richardson and Meredith were expensive

in all the matches they played without

much success and it is time for Rahul to

think of other alternatives like Chris Jor-

dan. Young Arshdeep Singh has been im-

pressive for Punjab.

Bruised and battered after suffering a hat-trick of defeats, a desperate Sunrisers Hyderabad would seek inspiration from
skipper David Warner to arrest any further slide in the IPL when they take on Punjab Kings at Chennai on Wednesday

These scores are very chase-able,

it’s just poor batting. If you get a

partnership and have one guy at

the end, you can chase down 150

easily. You just need smart cricket in

the middle, we aren’t doing that. 

DAVID WARNER,

Sunrisers Hyderabad captain
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